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Highlights
Isaac was a large, slow-moving hurricane that directly struck Galliano, LA—a small town deep in bayou
country, a little NNW of the cyclone’s landfall point.
Key observations:
•

Duration. Isaac was a long-duration event, lashing this part of Louisiana with strong winds and
heavy rain for well over 24 hr.

•

Max Conditions. Peak winds in Galliano seemed to occur between 11 pm and 12:30 am CDT
28-29 August, as the NW eyewall passed over the town.

•

In & Out of the Eye. Between ~12:30 and 2:45 am CDT, sporadic calm alternated with
turbulent bursts as the town skated along the N boundary between the eye and eyewall.

•

Extremely Long Lull. After a final period of heavy turbulence, durable calm started around
2:45 am CDT as the cyclone wobbled N, putting the town squarely in the eye. Calm, cloudy
conditions lasted approx. 7 hr before the storm’s backside moved in. This is the longest calm
I’ve experienced in any hurricane eye.

•

Weak Backside. Although Isaac was still a hurricane when its backside moved over Galliano,
winds following the eye were much weaker than what occurred before.

The lowest pressure was 970.0 mb, measured at 7:04 am CDT 29 August, during the lull. This
pressure was measured at Location 2: Lady of the Sea General Hospital in Galliano, at 29.457N
90.311W. (See below.)

Locations
I observed Isaac’s passage from two points in Galliano:
•

Location 1. As the hurricane approached late on the afternoon of 28 August, I stationed in the
parking lot of St. Joseph’s Catholic Church (29.434N 90.298W). I remained at this location past
12 midnight, riding out the front side and inner NW eyewall of the storm.

•

Location 2. As the hurricane’s eye brought periods of calm to the town after 12 midnight, I
relocated to Lady of the Sea General Hospital (29.457N 90.311W), about 1.5 n mi NNW of the
original location. I arrived at this second location a little before 2 am and remained there for the
duration of the storm, well into the morning.

All air-pressure data in this report were collected at Location 2.
As per NHC advisory positions, the center made its closest approach to Galliano between 6 and 8 am
CDT 29 August, when it passed ~10 n mi to the W. At this time, Galliano was in the large eye and
experiencing calm conditions.
The Chase Map shows my locations (red markers) in relation to Isaac’s center (blue markers), as
per NHC advisory positions. (Chase Map Detail closer view.)
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Figure 1: Chase Map
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Figure 2: Chase Map Detail
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Detailed Chronology
Following is a detailed chronology of observed conditions in Galliano on 28-29 August. All times are
CDT:
/1 – Front Side
•
•

•

4 pm. Overcast conditions, with periods of gusty winds and intermittent rain, occurred for
several hours.
7 pm. Winds increased dramatically as vigorous rainbands swept through the area. Strong
winds and heavy rain continued throughout the evening—with turbulent periods occasionally
separated by short lulls. (See radar shot—Figure 4.)
11 pm – 12:30 am. Winds seemed to peak, with gusts estimated at well into hurricane range.
A noticeable directional shift occurred around 11:30 pm. (Radar—Figure 5.)

/2 – N Boundary Between Eye & Eyewall
•
•
•

12:30 am. Periods of calm—alternating with short bursts—began around this time.
1 am. Conditions were quite calm. (Radar—Figure 6.)
1:20 am. Strong winds and heavy rain resumed as the N eyewall again moved over the town.
(During this time, I drove N 1-2 mi, so it’s possible I actually drove back into the eyewall.)

/3 – Eye
•

•
•

2:45 am. Winds eased off again—a long, durable lull with periods of dead calm lasting many
hours. During this time, the sky was cloudy; neither the moon nor sun ever appeared.
(Radar—Figures 7 & 8.)
7:04 am. Low pressure of 970.0 mb was observed in calm, overcast conditions.
9:30 am. Light rain began as a breeze picked up.

/4 – Backside
•

10 am – onward. Periods of gusty winds and moderate-to-heavy rain began around this time
and continued well into the afternoon and early evening. Winds after the eye were much
weaker—barely gale force and not violent or destructive.

Wind damage in Galliano and the surrounding area was moderate: fallen trees and power poles, torn
siding, occasional damaged roofs, and some broken signs.
Storm surge was not a big factor in Galliano; the levees held and the town did not experience any
serious inundation.
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Air Pressure Discussion
Air-pressure data were collected at Location 2: Lady of the Sea General Hospital at 29.457N 90.311W.
The instrument used to collect air-pressure data was a Kestrel 4500. I estimated the elevation where I
kept the instrument was ~6 ft, and the barometer was calibrated (for sea-level readings) using that
value.
As mentioned, the lowest pressure was 970.0 mb, measured at 7:04 am CDT, during the lull. The
barogram below shows the pressure bottoming out, and the subsequent rise. Notice the recovery was
very slow—only 2-4 mb/hr. This can be attributed to the cyclone’s 1) large, shallow structure and 2)
slow movement.
Please note that data were only collected from 6:49 am thru 10:51 am, as the device had been
temporarily disabled by water exposure and was not functional again until this time. While it’s possible
that a lower pressure occurred earlier, before data collection started, the barogram suggests the
pressure was still falling at the time data collection started—therefore, the 970.0 mb is believed to be
the low pressure for this location. (Interestingly, this reading corroborates very well with the NHC’s
value in the 6 and 7 am CDT advisories.)

Figure 3: Barogram
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Radar Imagery
Following are selected radar images to accompany observations made in the Detailed Chronology.

Figure 4: Radar 1901 CDT 28 Aug
Moments before a powerful rainband reached Galliano, causing a dramatic increase in wind and rain.

Figure 5: Radar 2301 CDT 28 Aug
The strongest winds of the storm seemed to occur between this time and 12:30 am.
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Figure 6: Radar 0101 CDT 29 Aug
Conditions were temporarily calm as the edge of the eye briefly wobbled over the town.

Figure 7: Radar 0243 CDT 29 Aug
After a period of turbulence, the edge of the eye once again moved over the town.
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Figure 8: Radar 0353 CDT 29 Aug
By this time, the town was well inside the eye and conditions were quite calm.

Video Footage
Everything described above can be seen in my 8-minute video summary of the event.
Find it on YouTube (http://youtu.be/3YGbFdx7MQc) or on the iCyclone Website
(http://icyclone.com/chases/isaac-2012.html).
All of the footage is timestamped in local time (CDT).

Questions or Feedback?
Get in touch:
Josh Morgerman
310.866.8400
josh.morgerman@symblaze.com
info@icyclone.com
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